(1-1-1, Komorino, Kurume-shi, Fukuoka 830-8555) b Senior Academy, Kyushu Institute of Technology(1-1, Sensui-cho, Tobata-ku, Kitakyushu-shi, Fukuoka 804-0015)
. The minimum internal strain was 62×10 6 under -2.0 A/dm 2 . For PC, the internal strain was 62×10 6 to 84 × 10 6
. For PR, the internal strain was 26 ×10 6 to 29×10
6
, which was less than that of either DC or PC. It changed cyclically from tensile strain during deposition to relaxation during anodic dissolution of cobalt deposits. The surface morphology was investigated using scanning electron microscopy. Fine grain surfaces were observed in DC and PC. For PR, the surface morphology influenced the poorly defined hexagonal Co crystal. The X-ray diffraction pattern of the cobalt deposits can be obtained under both DC and PC. Both fcc {110} and hcp {11•0} structural planes were investigated during deposition. Especially, the fcc was formed originally. Then the fcc transformed drastically into the hcp. These grains spontaneously relaxed desorption of hydrogen with cobalt produced by the hydrogenated deposits. However, using PR, the hcp was different {10•0}, {10•1}, and {10•3} planes. Table 1 Influence of direct current density （DC） , pulsed current （PC） and periodic reverse current （PR） electrolysis conditions on the internal strain in cobalt deposits. Congress on Metal Finishing, Japan, p.38（1980） . 
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